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“Things fall apart; the center cannot hold; Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world. The blood
dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere The ceremony of innocence is drowned. The best lack all
conviction, while the worst are full of passionate intensity.” –
“The Second Coming”—W.B. Yeats (emphasis added)
Yeats was not a prophet. He was an early 20th
century poet who was deeply involved in some of the
same occult groups as Aleister Crowley.
Nevertheless, the short poem in which these lines
appear echoes down through the decades with
increasing prophetic power. This is so much the
case that I used the entire poem to begin my
autobiography, LUCIFER DETHRONED in 1993.
Even back then we noticed a disturbing trend in
evangelical churches. As with all things, there are
many exceptions to what I am about to say, and
HalleluYAH for those. STILL, a large number of
churches seemed to be reluctant to confront evil—
neither on an apologetics or spiritual level.
Now, by apologetics I mean the intellectual and
scriptural DEFENCE of the FATIH. This is what
Paul meant when he wrote to the Philippians that he
was “set for the defence of the
gospel.” (Philippians 1:17). The Greek word for
defense is APOLOGIA (#627).
So, what does apologetics look like today? Well,
when I first came into the ministry in the late
eighties under Ed Decker, it involved one of us
ministering in a diversity of pulpits - many different
denominations sought us out to explain the
distinctions between TRUE, orthodox Christianity
and cults like the Mormons or the Freemasons. It
also involved preaching on radio shows and even
street preaching.
However, over the years, even in the early nineties many if not most churches became increasingly
afraid to speak out against various false religious
groups. Indeed, many churches began to embrace
such groups, most especially Freemasonry,
Psychology and the New Age.
Many of the MOST ‘successful’ churches of the past
40 some years, beginning with Willow Creek in the
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Chicago suburbs pastored by Bill Hybels, began using psychology and marketing to draw in people with
“seeker-friendly services.” Additionally, they often turned a blind eye to Freemasons and New Age beliefs that
started to infiltrate their churches.
I attended a very large charismatic church in the Puget Sound area in the late eighties. I and a prayer warrior
colleague learned that the director of the children’s church ministry there was the secretary for David Spangler,
at that time the most noted, dangerous and powerful New Age author, who wrote a book called THE
LUCIFERIAN INITIATION. This woman was teaching New Age visualization techniques to children in the
church! We told the pastor and he refused to do anything about it!
These are not isolated incidents, believe me. I have received hundreds of emails and phone calls over the years
from people attending evangelical, Baptist or charismatic churches who found either Masons, New Agers or
even Wiccans in their church leadership. They are at a loss, because their pastors do not care.
Because of the principles of Scriptural Headship, we are reluctant to advise such people to remain in churches
where their leaders are either heretics or idolaters or else at the least condoning such behavior.
Then there is the timidity of churches to get involved in heavy duty spiritual warfare. As I have mentioned
before, only a tiny fraction of churches want to really engage the evil one—either through spiritual combat
prayers or through offering authentic scriptural deliverance ministry, such as we have taught since 1988.
Over the years, only about a half-dozen churches have invited us to do seminars or teachings on how to do
spiritual warfare or deliverance. And unfortunately, much of what is being promoted out there has a lot of
misguided ideas behind it.

SO INSTEAD OF BEING A LION, most churches have
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turned into lapdogs that sit comfortably in the thrall of the devil.
They let him tickle their ears with false worship and heresies. It is
as if church leadership—by and large—has been taken over by
spiritual sissies who have all but forgotten the Great Commission
requires kicking down the gates of hell and spoiling the dark
kingdom (Matthew 16:18)!
This is why from the earliest days of WOAM’s Ministry we have taught
that the Body of Messiah must BE AGGRESSIVE in its apologetics
and warfare - NOT passive. So often pastors say, “We have only one
offensive weapon in the Armor of Elohim, the Sword of the Spirit”. I
just cringe to hear it. Most churches are so passive - They haven’t
taken the time to STUDY and DIG DEEP INTO THE ARMOUR!

While there is a time for Believers to be passive and just trust in Yahushua; we do NOT believe the time is now.
The enemy and his human “sock puppets” (radicals, Satanists, witches, progressive politicians) have really
began to fight dirty in the past couple of generations.
As an example, during World War II in the Pacific, where my father fought, he told me US troops would send
medics to treat wounded Japanese soldiers after a battle. That was honorable, moral behavior. Then Japanese
wounded started to conceal live grenades on their bodies and thus blow up the medics who were trying to treat
their injuries!! That removed the issue from the idea of being “fair.” We “took off the gloves” after that!
Progressives have begun behaving in a similar dishonorable fashion—including rioting, property damage,
attacks against people and even MURDER. We need to start taking this seriously!
I can remember someone asking when did “stealing a major election become a thing?”
I can tell you, at LEAST as far back as the 1960 presidential race, when the corrupt Democrat
machine in Chicago (where it was said, “every tombstone has a vote”) threw the election over
to John Kennedy. The much-maligned Richard Nixon did not contest it, even though he
knew what was going on.
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So, the “sock puppets” have been at this for
quite a while. Why? The progressive
leadership and the dark forces behind them
hate freedom, hate guns (which protect
freedom) and hate life. They also love and
revere abortion as a satanic sacrament.

Hopefully, our readers fully employ and understand
the Armor in Ephesians 6:

•The girdle of truth
•The Breastplate of righteousness
•Sandals of the gospel of shalom
•The shield of faith
•The helmet of salvation (Hebrew word,
Yeshua)
•The Sword of the RUACH (Spirit)

Now, in the days since November 3, we have seen an
unparalleled amount of evidence of voter fraud on a
massive scale, involving both intentional
programming of voting machines and software (like
the now infamous Dominion) and also human
skullduggery. Even postal workers seem to be
involved in either throwing away Trump mail-in
ballots or else back-dating ballots so they would
seem legitimate.

Detailed teachings on these can be found in BLOOD
ON THE DOORPOST and in our classic DVD from
the 1990’s, “The Battle Belongs to the Lord.” and
more recently, WOAM’s DVD Resisting unto
Blood has MORE amazing information about the
full Armor of Elohiym – among many other topics.

What is disturbing about all this, is that there is
serious reason to believe that some of this same
computer hardware AND software has been in use
since the Obama administration. This serves to call
into question the legitimacy of our entire voting
system for almost a decade. This is partially
intended to be an ATTACK on our Republic and the
confidence which Americans need to have in our
electoral process.

Before moving on, let me just say a couple
of things to clarify the above. The
breastplate of righteousness is NOT our
righteousness. It means being clothed in
Yahushua’s righteousness. Our

This is treason and a dark, hidden WAR against both
conservatives and Believers (usually the terms are
synonymous)! We need to take the gloves off and
stop playing by “Marquis of Queensbury” rules! NO,
I am not saying that we should descend to their
level. YAH forbid! But what I am saying is that we
need to do everything moral and Scriptural
to fight back against the fallen celestials and
their human lackeys. We need to stop being
passive and hope that the protective parts of the
Armor will protect us. We need to familiarize
ourselves with the power and might of OTHER parts
of the Armor from the Scripture!

The helmet of Yeshua is to remind us to put on the
“mind of Messiah” (I Cor. 2:16, Phil. 2:5). This
takes significant work. We need to pray that we
would look at others through His eyes; that we
would think with His mind and always speak with
His voice.
Secondarily, we also need to guard our minds
against thoughts which are not in the nature of
Messiah. I am not just talking here about “impure
thoughts,” although those can certainly be a
problem. I am also discussing thoughts of anger,
resentment, envy, despair—all of which can
draw demons into you if you indulge in them!

TESTIMONIES & PRAISE REPORTS - NEW!
BE ENCOURAGED & UPLIFTED - CHECK OUT OUR PRAISE REPORTS ONLINE!
Hi Bill, You don’t know, but a while ago you helped me tremendously. The LORD has restored my honor and
has blessed me beyond my hopes and dreams. Thank you for your prayers and support in my time of need.
Sincerely, a Dedicated Listener
Bill and Mary, Again I want to thank you for your exposing of the works of the adversary and giving
believers the tools to be victorious and may El Elyon (the Most High) richly bless you both and your ministry.
It helps parents and grandparents to be on the alert during these dark times on the planet. ~ Bill
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Taking the Armor to the Next level
Note: Not all of these are offensive weapons, but all are very powerful)
• The garment of praise
• The armor of light
• The garment of light
• The cloak of zeal
• The rod of strength
• The shield of salvation (again,
Yeshua)
• The rod of iron
• The girdle of righteousness around
our loins

•The girdle of faith around our reins
•The large shield and buckler of truth
•The glittering spear of Elohim
•The large shield of favor
•The mighty Warhammer of His Word
•The arrow of deliverance
•His battleax!
•The garment of vengeance

Notice, there are 16 newer parts of the Armor that most Believers are unfamiliar with.
Of course, not ALL of them are offensive, but we are going to discuss mostly the most
important ones of both kinds. We don’t have the space to cover all of them.
The Garment of Praise (Isaiah 61:3) Most Believers understand the power of praise in spiritual
warfare, but this goes a little deeper. The passage says: “…to give unto them beauty for ashes, the oil
of joy for mourning, the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness;
•Beauty (Hebrew P’ER #6287) - It means an embellishment, a fancy headdress, a beautiful bonnet
(NOT a lady’s bonnet necessarily). So, this is similar to the head covering of the high priest! Elsewhere
we have discussed how ashes in Scripture can often symbolize ashes can often symbolize yesterday’s
sins, failures and trauma. Here we are told that Abba wants us to give Him all of these things in
exchange for a helmet or mitre (Exodus 29:6) of incredible beauty and power! This helmet is there to
protect us from those thoughts coming back to torment us.
•Oil of joy (SHEMEN SASOWN) – this is more straightforward. It is about anointing. When we
have joy, we increase the presence of RUACH in our spirits dramatically. We need to cultivate joy!
People need to understand that happiness is more dependent on outside influences which can, indeed,
make us sad or depressed OR happy! But for a Believer there is (or should be) always a soft drumbeat of
joy underneath, girding us up for even the most trying of times.
•Garment of Praise (MA’ATEH (#4594) TEHILAH) - there are deep waters here. This is not the
usual word for garment (BEGED). It is only used once in the entire Tanakh (Hebrew Bible). It carries
with it the idea of a vestment or a more elaborate liturgical piece of attire. This would fit in with the
headdress or mitre mentioned above. Essentially, we are being told here, prophetically, to put on the
mitre and vestments of a Kohen (priest) even though most Believers are not actually Kohanim, in
Messiah and through Him we are a royal priesthood (1 Peter 2:9) and He is our high priest. Praise, of
course, is part of what a priest does. The ancient temple services were full of songs of praise, many of
which we have today in the Psalms (TEHILIM in Hebrew). When we guard our minds with this
diadem of beauty and anoint ourselves with the oil of joy; we can begin to function are true sons and
daughters of our Great High Priest; vest ourselves in the garment of praise and go forth into the
world in these dark seasons and spread the light of Messiah wherever we go! We MUST understand that
praise is a powerful offensive weapon against the present evil of the world system, which has
no joy at all. HalleluYAH!

The Armor of Light (Romans 13:12) I’ve taught this at length in our DVD, Resisting unto Blood,
but just briefly: Paul is contrasting the works of darkness (which we are to put off) to Elohim’s Armor of
Light. Thus, we are to forsake sinful pleasures and practices of the world system. The Armor of Light,
once applied, gives us the POWER battle against the world’s powerful forces and to RESIST
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RECLAMATION [AKA back-sliding]) – something we may need to pray against as the battles heat

up!
The Armor of Light gives our soul and spirit internal power and authority to rise up against tendrils
and blandishments of the dark realm and rebuke them in YAH’s and Yahushua’s Name! It literally gives
strength and endurance to our bones and muscles, both on the physical level and the soul level. PRAY to put
it on daily before you go out into the world and after a while, you will really begin to feel Its power flowing
through you like a powerful electrical current!
The Cloak of Zeal – M’IYL QIN’AH (Isaiah
59:17) – this one puzzled me for a while. I had to pray
and seek RUACH for a few years to receive some
answers. The Hebrew for cloak is pretty
straightforward, it means a robe or cloak. But the word
for zeal is more complicated. The KJV translates
the word mostly as “jealousy” (around 20
times) and as “zeal” only 9 times. That doesn’t
mean either word is wrong, because Hebrew is a much
more complex, multilevel language than English.
Words can mean many things at different layers within
the text.
In Hebrew (and even in English to a degree) jealousy
and zeal can be synonyms. Usually, we are only jealous
about something that we feel very passionate about.
Zeal is a form of passion. Understand also that jealousy
is NOT necessary a vice. In fact, the Tanakh talks many
times about the Most High being jealous of Israel,
especially when they were straying.
Paul himself draws on this idea in 2 Cor 11:2,”For I
am jealous over you with godly jealousy: for I have
espoused you to one husband, that I may present you
as a chaste virgin to Christ.”
While jealousy can certainly be a sin (as can any
emotion), its cousin zeal can be a powerful motivator in
spiritual combat. This brings me a central point.
The poem quoted on page 1 was very prophetic! We
THE WARRIOR’S WAY - PRAYER &
read, “The best lack all conviction, while the
worst are full of passionate intensity.” This is
DIMENSIONAL COMBAT!
like a prophecy of today’s headlines. We see
ostensibly good people (church leaders, lay
people and even most politicians) seldom willing to stand up for any righteous cause. The
LAYPEOPLE and CITIZENS in most cases are standing up more than their leaders for truth!
Many pastors and politicians “tiptoe through the tithers” - terrified of offending someone by
speaking Truth. They manifest no evident convictions for which they are willing to stand.
They are also afraid to fight back, either spiritually or politically! As a result, the “ceremony of innocence is
drowned” in a malaise of lukewarm, feeble-minded contemptible apathy!
In the meantime, those who are godless or communists (or both) are almost insane in their zeal
to bring chaos and destroy both the church and the work of the gospel and also the republic of
the USA. They are FULL of passionate intensity!
Fortunately, on the political side at least we have a few leaders like our current president that ARE passionate
and are trying to galvanize decent people into action. Yet, a lot of pastors—especially mainline church leaders—
find this offensive! They are trying to please everybody and be middle of the road. The problem with being
withoneaccord.org
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middle of the road, as I observed years ago from many pulpits, is that you get a yellow streak up your back and
tend to get runover a lot. To paraphrase the late, great Senator Barry Goldwater, extremism in defense of
Scriptural truth is no vice!
So, I say we need to pray daily for RUACH wrap us,
body, soul and spirit in the cloak of zeal and be both
zealous AND jealous for the truth of the gospel and to
be set for the defence of the gospel (Phil. 1:17)! We
need to be radical, on-fire and filled with the boldness
of RUACH. This will happen if every day we put on the
cloak of zeal.

ONE OF YOUR YOUTUBE VIDEOS GOT ME
TO TURN FROM YEARS OF SIN AND
BONDAGE AND LED TO THE RESTORATION
OF MY MARRIAGE THANK YOU FOR
BEING OBEDIENT
~ Anon

Now let us look at offensive weapons—as many of them are for GEOPOLITICAL Spiritual Combat!
The Rod (MATTEH) of Strength (‘OZ) – Psalm 110:2 – let’s check the beautiful context:
YHWH said unto Adonai, Sit thou at my right hand, until I make thine enemies thy footstool.
2 YHWH shall send the rod of thy strength out of Zion: rule thou in the midst of thine enemies.
3 Thy people shall be willing in the day of thy power, in the beauties of holiness from the womb of the
morning: thou hast the dew of thy youth.
The Psalmist here is talking about the Kingdom reign of Messiah which is HERE NOW (Luke 17:21). We just
need to buckle up and get things in gear!
This is the term used for the rod of Moses (Exodus 4:17!) Talk about a GEOPOLITICAL Weapon!
Through the power of Elohim, Moses used it to bring down the most powerful kingdom in the world at that
time.
It is also the word used for the rod of Aaron (Numbers 17:3) as a symbol of his high priestly authority!
Note that the verse that this rod is used to rule in the midst of our enemies. We, as Bible-believers, certainly
have many enemies around us right now. Even though supposedly the majority of Americans are “Christians,”
the culture and the media have cowed most of them into submission.
The following verse addresses this: “The people shall be willing in the day of thy power.” We need to be
willing and ready to take up the Cross of Messiah, but following that, His rod of strength. Ask Him for
wisdom on how to use this, because we are all in different places in our walk.
But if enough people take up His Cross and His rod, we can do some “parting of the Red Sea” of our own.
HalleluYAH!
The Rod (SHEYBET) of Iron (BARZEL)—Psalm 2:9. This is also a weapon to be used offensively against
kings and rulers: “Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou shalt dash them in pieces like a
potter’s vessel.” This is talking about doing some pretty serious damage!

THANK YOU BELOVED WOAM FAMILY
FOR YOUR PRAYERS & FINANCIAL
SUPPORT for the MANY OUTREACH
MINISTRIES THAT WE, TOGETHER IN
THE SPIRIT OF YAH - ARE ABLE TO
WORK IN YAHUSHUA’s MIGHTY NAME!
Donate at withoneaccord.org

Please understand that these are spiritual
weapons. These wicked rulers, yesterday and
now, are just puppets for the dark celestials
behind them! With the rod of iron and in
the authority of Yahushua we can SMASH
the fallen angels into pieces. The psalm shows
us that these rulers must submit to the
sovereignty of Yahushua or be destroyed.
It is our job, through OFFENSIVE spiritual
warfare prayer, to drive them into a place of
brokenness where some may actually repent
and “kiss the Son v.12”. This can
happen! My own life is an example of this
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kind of miracle!

The Warhammer (PATEESH) of His Word (DABAR)—Jeremiah 23:29. Here the prophet asks a very
powerful rhetorical question: “Is not my word like as a fire? saith YAH; and like a hammer that breaketh the
rock in pieces?” We have discovered in using this hammer of YAH that it is powerful for smashing down
strongholds and egregores which have built up both in people and individuals.
However, it is important to note that in the context, Jeremiah is contrasting the all-powerful Hammer of
DABAR ELOHIM over and against the false prophets who were deceiving the people of his day.
False prophets and doctrines are MAJOR strongholds that the church has to deal with these days. We need to
speak forth the words of Truth to fight off the errors of Vatican ecumenism (a HUGE stronghold), charismatic
witchcraft (BIG stronghold in the US) and the anti-life nihilism of the progressive, socialist movement.

Just remember the words of Moses:
O that they were wise, that they understood this, that they would consider their latter end! 30 How should one
chase a thousand, and two put ten thousand to flight, except their Rock had sold them, and YHWH had shut
them up?31 For their rock is not as our Rock, even our enemies themselves being judges.
– Deuteronomy 32
In short, this Warhammer can be used to smash down the very gates of hell, shatter “their rock” and set the
captives free, even as Yahushua commanded us to do!
His Battleax (MAPPETZ)—Jeremiah 51:20. Here is another geopolitical weapon: ”Thou art my battle
axe and weapons of war: for with thee will I break in pieces the nations, and with thee will I destroy
kingdoms;” Important to understand, because this is a key weapon to come against Leviathan,
the Chaos Monster.
With this ax, we can chop off the heads of Leviathan and
crush then under the Cross of Calvary (Psalm 74:14)!
Understand that Leviathan represents an ancient false el
(god) known as Tiamat or Chaos. Leviathan is the “king
over the children of pride” (Job 41:34) He rules
over all chaos monsters and marine spirits,
which are powerful, wicked and dangerous.
These foul beings are behind the riots and violence we
see throughout the world. They unleash chaos, anger
and rage into weak-minded unbelieving people and
drive them into brutal acts of violence. We His Battleax,
we can cut off the heads of the chaos monsters that drive
them insane and thus “pull their plug.”
Beloved, we are fighting for the soul of the USA and
perhaps Western civilization—and even though Europe
has largely surrendered there is still time for spiritual
victory if we take up the Cross and the Sword of the
RUACH and all the other pieces of the Armor. Miracles
can happen. “One man of you shall chase a
thousand…” (Joshua 23:10)

Dear Dr. Schnoebelen,
I just watched your YouTube Video on the FEAST OF
TRUMPETS. I’ve been blessed by your ministry and
bought just about all of your DVDs and books! I am a
relatively new Believer, supernaturally saved on Dec
20th, 2016. I awoke that morning to a Voice asking me,
“Do you accept Jesus Christ as your LORD and
SAVIOUR?” I jumped up and without hesitation,
replied, “…of course I do! What are you talking about?”
WELL…I thought I knew ‘Jesus’ because I went to
Catholic school as a child and then gravitated to the
New Age.
The HOLY SPIRIT has been showing me exactly what
He’s talking about through your ministry and others! I
THANK YOU WITH ALL MY HEART. ~ Y.M.

We can no longer afford to be passive and meek—at least spiritually (and perhaps even physically). As Solomon
says in Ecclesiastes 3:8, there is a time of war and a time of peace. Friends, we have entered into a time of
war (especially in the spiritual dominion) unlike ANYTHING within my lifetime.
I would submit there is a reason why there are no gloves or gauntlets in the Full Armor of Elohim. It is
because in the realms of high-level spiritual combat, it is definitely a “no gloves” situation. We DO have the
enemies of the Cross on the run. Now we must press even harder and give the demonic kingdoms no quarter
until the head of the serpent is fully and completely CRUSHED under the indomitable power of the Cross of
Messiah! The battle is His, but we are His soldiers and we need to buckle on the Armor and join Him for
the final victory! Pray and enter into the heavenly courts with His worship and His weapons! HalleluYAH!
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NOTES FROM MARY…
Bill and I are rejoicing - Giving ALL PRAISE and WORSHIP to Abba YAH the Most High for His
outpourings to those in need. Not only through WOAM’s outreach ministries, but through ALL those
who step up to the front lines & extend His lovingkindness to His Children…HalleluYAH! Here at
WOAM, we’ve seen deliverances, salvations and yes, some miraculous healings for the Father’s SetApart, Beloved Bride. We are standing, having done all to serve and stand on the front lines through
these perilous times. PRAISE HIM FOREVER and EVER! What HE does cannot be undone – And
what HE performs is anointed and ETERNAL. THANK YOU DEAR FRIENDS AND PARTNERS who
stand with us! Our hope is to share at least SOME of the Praise Reports we’ve received and to keep
working diligently every single day (and many nights) for as long and faithfully as we possibly can…
And we PRAY FOR YOU DEAREST BROTHERS AND SISTERS…!
WE ARE SO EXCITED to share Bill’s NEW DVD Teaching, WOMEN of POWER: The Eishet Chayil
in YAH’s End-Time Army! What a POWERFUL TEACHING AND MINISTRY TOOL! This
extraordinary, Scriptural lesson was born from countless hours of deep intercessory Prayer and
GREAT sacrifice, through the ministry of the Ruach haQodesh. We hope and Pray it is a Blessing to
all of you personally – And to the Body of Messiah at large - Which is SO FRAUGHT with Roman
doctrines about women, misinterpretations of Scripture concerning their roles and authority in
Messiah, and women as SPIRITUAL LEADERS and WARRIORS. If you or someone you know
believes that a woman’s role in the Body of Messiah is limited, and therefore she must be
subservient (hold on to your boots), then you MUST SEE THIS DVD TEACHING! HalleluYAH!
ON ANOTHER NOTE: I’m behind again in sending out Thank You cards to
all our Friends and Partners…It’s been a rough BUT ALSO a very
rewarding year in the ministry! Our LIVING WATERS OUTREACHES are
touching many, many lives - Thanks to YOU! May Abba bless ALL THOSE
who Intercede and Financially Support WOAM! Your FAITHFULNESS
means the world to thousands – And to Bill and I. Often, when things
look bleak and the enemy is hitting us hard, HalleluYAH! A dear Brother
or Sister will send a note of miraculous testimony - or a Gift - and we just
cry with JOY as the RUACH ministers to our hearts through YOU, our
WOAM Family. In a word…You lift us up and KEEP US GOING with your
Prayers and Gifts. THANK YOU BELOVED OF YAH. We THANK EACH of
YOU for GIVING so unselfishly out of love for HIM!
If you’re seeking RESOURCES for your Spiritual arsenal, go to Bill’s
YouTube Channel or our website – There are hundreds of FREE
RESOURCES and For-Donation DVDs and books! You can also visit
WOAM’s Vimeo Channel and upload Dr. Bill’s DVD Teachings so you won’t need to wait for postal
delivery (which is slower than usual this time of year) or pay for shipping. GET ARMED UP &
BECOME DANGEROUS TO THE ENEMIES OF YAH!
MAY YOU HAVE A BLESSED, JOYOUS &
HAPPY THANKSGIVING & HANUKKAH! MAY
HIS LIGHT SHINE IN YOUR HEARTS &
HOMES AS NEVER BEFORE! Come quickly
YAHUSHUA, our KING!
Shalom ~ Mary
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